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Professional Team Foundation Server 2012Wrox Press, 2013


	OVER THE PAST DECADE, Microsoft has been creating development tools that have been designed for

	the ever-growing engineering teams of software developers, testers, architects, project managers,

	designers, and database administrators. In the Visual Studio 2012 line of products, there are tools for

	each team member to use to...
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Leap Motion Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of Leap Motion to develop and deploy a fully interactive application


	Overview

	
		Comprehensive and thorough coverage of many SDK features
	
		Intelligent usage of gesture interfaces
	
		In-depth, functional examples of API usage explained in detail


...
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The Maturing of Monotheism: A Dialectical Path to its TruthBloomsbury Reference, 2019

	
		Tracing a dialectical path, The Maturing of Monotheism emphasises the plausibility of Jewish, Christian, Muslim, and kindred forms of monotheism and responds to anti-theistic challenges of our day. These include materialism, determinism, the denial of objective value, the pervasiveness of evil, and predictions of human...
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C# 3.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 3.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2008
 This book is for busy programmers who want a succinct and yet readable guide to C# 3.0 and LINQ. C# 3.0 Pocket Reference tells you exactly what you need to know, without long introductions or bloated samples.    Despite its conciseness, this book doesn't skimp on depth or detail, and embraces the...
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
If you're a .NET or Microsoft Office developer, this book gives you the tools to utilize the entire SharePoint platform. It offers practical insights that will help you take advantage of this integrated suite of server capabilities along with specific examples of how to implement classes of solutions on top of the platform. You'll be able to apply...
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Toll-like Receptors: Roles in Infection and Neuropathology (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2009
Mammalian Toll-like receptors (TLRs) were first identified in 1997 based on their homology with Drosophila Toll, which mediates innate immunity in the fly. In recent years, the number of studies describing TLR expression and function in the nervous system has been increasing steadily and expanding beyond their traditional roles in infectious...
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Add Audio and Video to Your Site: The Mini Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	Nothing spices up a website like a cool sound effect (think ker-thunk as a visitor presses a button) or an embedded video. In this Mini Missing Manual, you’ll learn how to add several kinds of media files to your site: background music, a MIDI player, sound effects, and videos.


	You’ll also find out where you can...
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Data Mining and Machine Learning in CybersecurityAuerbach Publications, 2011

	In the emerging era of Web 3.0, securing cyberspace has gradually evolved into a
	critical organizational and national research agenda inviting interest from a multidisciplinary
	scientific workforce. There are many avenues into this area, and, in recent
	research, machine-learning and data-mining techniques have been applied to design,...
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Iminosugars: From Synthesis to Therapeutic ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	The field of iminosugars is a very exciting area of research. These carbohydrate mimetics

	were first imagined and synthesized by chemists in the 1960s before being isolated from

	Nature a few years later. Since the discovery of their biological activity as potent glycosidase

	inhibitors in the 1970s, iminosugars have been the subject...
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Building the Infrastructure for Cloud Security: A Solutions View (Expert's Voice in Internet Security)Apress, 2014

	


	For cloud users and providers alike, security is an everyday concern, yet there are very few books covering cloud security as a main subject. This book will help address this information gap from an Information Technology solution and usage-centric view of cloud infrastructure security. The book highlights the...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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HIV, Resurgent Infections and Population Change in Africa (International Studies in Population)Springer, 2007

	Forty years ago, the age-old battle against infectious diseases as a major threat to human health was believed close to being won. However, by the late twentieth century, the increase of emerging and reemerging infectious diseases was evident in both low and high income countries. About 30 new infectious diseases have been identified in the...
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